
MY LUCKY DAY

My Lucky Day [Keiko Kasza] on carriagehouseautoresto.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. When a
delicious-looking piglet knocks on Mr. Fox's door accidentally, the .

At preschool they're looking for the sight word "my" and Eli took joy in finding the words he recognized. And
when, nestled in the roasting pan surrounded by vegetables and being placed in the oven, the piglet reflects
that he would make a more tender roast if he had a massage, the fox complies. When the piglet comments that
he would provide more meat if he were fatter, the fox dons a chef's hat and serves up spaghetti and freshly
baked cookies. Continue reading Show less Is it any good? What Eli enjoyed most was the narrative voices of
the characters. Kasza's gouache art is as buoyant and comical as her narrative, and she skillfully uses multiple
vignettes to convey the fox's arduous preparations. Reading literature like this to children is not only fun and
develops reading skills and speaking skills, but it also helps us to learn lessons without having to make other
people's mistakes. Kids who are familiar with the big bad wolf and his colleague, the sly wicked fox, will find
this an especially fun read. A smart little pig bests a fox in this humorous trickster tale. Shelves:
books-i-read-to-my-children I'd read this book to my son few times. Animals that use their brains to find their
way out of danger have a long and entertaining history, and this story's got a good one. Does this pig seem to
have anything in common with any of those pigs? I'm glad I got the chance to read this with Eli and then we
got to discuss what it might mean to "play with fire" more than once. They are sure to get a kick out of
learning that the fox isn't the first predator the pig has bested. Written in a fast-moving, conversational voice,
this book easily lends itself to spirited read-alouds -- especially for parents who like to use character voices.
How often does dinner come knocking on the door? While sharpening his claws to hunt for his breakfast, a
not-so-sly fox answers a knock on his door and finds a tasty-looking piglet. Exhausted from his exertions, the
f0x collapses on the floor, leaving the piglet to skip homeâ€”with the rest of the cookiesâ€”proclaiming, "This
must be my lucky day. But when the quick-thinking, dirty piglet suggests that he would be a better meal if he
were clean, the fox prepares him a soothing bath. Seeing the pig trick the Fox is funny to children, but this also
opens up the opportunities to talk about risk and reward with children. The animals' facial expressions alone
could carry this tale. The book does not beat you over the head with the lesson that it is dangerous to trick in
this way, but Eli and I had a good conversation about how many times something dangerous can be done
without serious repercussions. What's the story? The repetitions in the voice of the pig and the fun playfulness
and aggression of the Fox lead to an enjoyable read for a parent and child with changing mood and tone. Does
the pig remind them of anyone? Families can talk about other stories -- in books or other media -- where wily
animals get the best of predators. The detailed pictures make it easy for emerging readers to follow the story
on their own even if they can't quite sound out all of the vocabulary. Continue reading Show less Talk to your
kids about The repetitions in the voice of the pig and the fun playfulness and aggression of the Fox lead to an
enjoyable read for a parent and child with I'd read this book to my son few times. Families can visit the library
to find more trickster tales. I would read with emphasis and he would repeat what I said. The most recent read
at bedtime, he asked me to read it again two additional times. Zeebra Books Kasza The Wolf's Chicken Stew
introduces another ravenous creature in this witty twist on a familiar theme. Add your rating See all 2 kid
reviews. Ages  In this amusing picture book the trickster is an adorable, innocent-looking little pig who
knocks on the door of a very hungry, mean fox. It is also worth while that this book has a complex theme in
that the pig is purposely tricking the Fox. What about the Three Little Pigs? After the pig is bathed and
massaged and fattened up, the fox is too tired to cook him!


